
Above: A criminally insane narcissist masquerading as a ‘World Server.’ A murderer and suspected serial killer who for over three 
decades has robbed, defrauded, extorted money from her ‘followers.’  Those that oppose her or go public with the truth are 

targeted for violence and murder.  She has used her knowledge of the occult to subvert every court case brought against her.  
 
During their formative years, the psychopath’s brain does not develop the same way as those of ‘normal people.’  
The frontal cortex in normal people is the part of the brain where compassion and empathy are seated.  
Psychopath’s brains lack that development and therefore, do not have the ability to show compassionate or 
empathy. So for example, if a psychopath witnessed a car accident in which both parents of a young child are 
killed, the psychopath cannot respond to the small child’s distress like other normal people would.  It is not that 
they are being callous, it is that they are reacting in a way that their brain chemistry thinks is appropriate. Go here 
to watch a video entitled ‘Inside the Brain of a Psychopath’ created by a physician at the ‘Institute of Human 
Anatomy.’  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHk7S6prF6M
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Recently, scientists discovered that the different brain chemistry in psychopaths is not enough on its own to trigger 
the extreme violence and criminality that some psychopaths, like Devra Patton West, exhibits for instance exhibit.  
The other ingredient necessary to push these people into a life of crime is childhood trauma. What follows is a 
statement given to the whistleblower, John Watson, by Educational Consultant Ingrid Smith. Ingrid has firsthand 
knowledge of Patton West’s psychopathy, including West’s assault on her 6 year old son.  
 
I also have knowledge of Devra's psychological profile. She never got over her severe childhood abuse 
and hence became the abuser and controller in her life. She is psychologically unstable. If you research 
child abuse and the ramifications of the behaviors, she falls right in line with the behaviors and is a 
classic case of the abused child. Put that together with an intelligent mind, creativity, alot of anger and 
you have the makeup of a cult leader. 

Patton West’s behaviour ticks every box and is an exact match to the profile of the most dangerous type of 
psychopath i.e. murderers and serial killers.   
 

https://www.omniawakening.net/documents/109.%20Statment%20from%20Ingrid%20Smith.pdf
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Nine ways to spot a fake guru. 
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